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INTRODUCTION 
A functional calculus f-f(S) for subnormal operators S is set forth in 
the first section of this paper. The space of functions associated with this 
calculus is studied in the second section. The problem of characterizing the 
various closed spectra off(S) in terms off and the various closed spectra of 
S is dealt with in the third section. Finally, a few open problems are 
discussed in the fourth and last section. 
We adopt the following conventions and notation. 
All Hilbert spaces are complex and separable and all operators on a 
Hilbert space are bounded and linear. WOT stands for weak operator 
topology. For X a Hilbert space, 9(Z) denotes the space of all operators 
on 3. Given A E 9(X) and 3 a closed subspace of 527, we denote the 
restriction of A to ;2” by A JR. The spectrum, essential spectrum, and 
approximate point spectrum of an operator A are denoted a(A), a,(A), and 
a,,(A), respectively. 
For C a subset of the complex plane 6, the interior, closure, and boundary 
of C are denoted Co, C, and X, respectively. Given z. E G and 6 > 0, 
d(z,; 6) denotes the open disk of radius 6 centered at zo. Given A a subset of 
C, xd denotes the characteristic function of A. Denote the restriction of a 
function f to A by fA. 
The support of a measure p on C is denoted spt ,u. Denote the restriction 
ofptoasubsetAofCbypl,. Area measure on C is denoted ,I. When a 
measure ,u is absolutely continuous with respect to a measure v we write 
,U & v and when ,B and v are mutually absolutely continuous we write ,U z V. 
We think of L ’ @) as the space of all measures v such that v 4 ,LL 
Finally, for K a compact subset of 6, C(K) denotes the space of all 
continuous functions on K while R(K) denotes the uniform closure in C(K) 
of the rational functions in z with poles off K. 
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I. OPERATOR THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES 
An operator S on a Hilbert space X is called subnormal iff there exists a 
Hilbert space X containing 2 and a normal operator N on .X’ such that 
NX!%P and N I&“= S. Such an N is called a minimal normal extension 
(mne) of S iff the smallest closed subspace of .X containing 3 and reducing 
N is .Z itself. Any two mnes of S are unitarily equivalent in a manner that 
fixes S [3, 111.2..5], so any mne of S is referred to as the mne of S. A useful 
fact is the following. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. For S subnormal and N = mne S, o(S) is the union oj’ 
a(N) and some colZection of components of C\a(N) (3, 111.2.111. 
The functional calculus for a subnormal operator considered in this paper 
is constructed from the functional calculus for the mne of the subnormal. 
The properties of the latter calculus are stated below but first some 
definitions and facts are needed. 
Given two spaces equipped with weak * topologies, a map between them 
which is weak *-weak * continuous shall be more briefly referred to as 
weak * continuous. Similarly, a weak *-weak * homeomorphism shall be 
referred to as a weak* homeomorphism. Recall that Lcr, being the dual of 
L ‘, has a weak * topology and that the space of bounded operators, being the 
dual of the space of trace-class operators, has a weak* topology also. 
Finally, for N a normal operator on .X let l+‘*(N) denote the von Neumann 
algebra generated by N, i.e., W*(N) denotes the weak* closure in 8(.X) of 
the set of polynomials in N and N*. 
1.2. THEOREM. If N is a normal operator on a Hilbert space X’, then 
there exists a positive, Jinite, Bore1 measure p whose support is o(N) and a 
map 4: L”(u) + W*(N) that is an isometric *-isomorphism and a weak* 
homeomorphism sending the identity function z to N. Furthermore, if v is a 
positive, finite, compactly supported, Bore1 measure on li and v/z 
L”“(v) --t .,8(/Y) is a weak*-WOT continuous. one-to-one, *-homomorphism 
sending z to N, then n z V, so L”(u) = L Oc (v) in all respects, and o = v 13. 
11.7.6 I. 
Any measure p as in I.2 is called a scalar-valued spectral measure (svsm) 
for N and the operator 4(f) in I.2 is denoted f(N). Notice that svsms are 
unique up to mutual absolute continuity. A svsm for the mne of a subnormal 
S shall be more briefly referred to as a svsm for S. 
Our functional calculus for subnormals arises in the following way. Given 
S subnormal on P with mne N and svsm p, by I. I and I.2 spt p = 
o(N) E a(S). Thus the set of rational functions in z with poles off o(S) is 
contained in Loo(p). Denote the weak * closure in L Oc @) of this set by 
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R “(a(S), ,u). Denote the weak* closure in .-9(R) of the set of rational 
functions of S with poles off a(S) by R”O(S). For z0 6$ a(S) one may easily 
verify that (N-z,)-‘RGR and (N--z,)-~~Z=(S-Z~)-‘ER~(S). 
Algebra and a limiting argument now show that f(N)R&Z’ and 
f(WI~EROO(S) h w enever f E Ra(a(S), ,u). Setting f(S) = f(N) 1 R we 
obtain our functional calculus for S. 
1.3. THEOREM. If S is a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space Z and p 
is a svsm for S, then the map f E R “(o(S), ,u) -+ f (S) E R “(S) is an 
isometric isomorphism and a weak * homeomorphism sending the identity 
function z to S. Furthermore, if 4: R”O(a(S),,u) -+ .9’(R) is a weak*-WOT 
continuous homomorphism sending z to S, then 4(f) = f (S) for each 
f E R”O(a(S),p) [3, 111.12.10]. 
We refer to R”O(u(S), u) where ,U is a svsm for S as the R”O space 
associated with S. 
II. THE NECESSARY FUNCTION THEORY 
For K a compact subset of C and ,u a positive, finite, Bore1 measure 
supported on K, denote the weak* closure in L”O@) of R(K), or, what is the 
same thing, the weak* closure in Lm(,u) of the rational functions in z with 
poles off K, by Rm(K,,u). Clearly, if one wishes to understand the functional 
calculus introduced in the last section, one must understand R “(K, ,u). 
Jacques Chaumat has studied R”O(K, ,u) extensively and so the first part of 
this section is devoted to a quick exposition of his results. The remainder of 
this section is devoted to two results on inheritance and interpolation needed 
for the spectral mapping theorems of the next section. 
Let R(K)’ denote the space of complex Bore1 measures v supported on K 
such that j f dv = 0 for each f E R(K). Then R(K)‘n L ‘(u) is the space of 
weak * continuous annihilators‘ of R “(K, ,u). Call R aj (K, ,u) pure iff it has no 
nontrivial L”O summands, i.e., iff ,u(C\P) = 0 whenever R”O(K,,u) = 
R “(K, fiud) 0 Lm(,uCP). Chaumat’s first theorem concerning the structure of 
R”O(K,n) is a splitting result. 
II. 1. THEOREM. There exists a Bore1 set A in Cc such that v < ,ttA 
whenever v E R(K)l n L’(u) and a complex Bore1 measure p1 E R (K)l n 
L’(u) such that nA=:pI. Thus R”O(K,n) = R”O(K,,nu,) @ Lm(uCV) and 
R”O(K, ,uA) is pure [4, I.2 and proofl. 
Because of this theorem for the rest of this section we shall assume that 
R”)(K, ,u) is pure and nontrivial. In this case ,U =,u~ # 0 is mutually 
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absolutely continuous to an annihilating measure for R(K). This is the 
assumption made in [4, Chaps. II-VIII] which will be cited often below. 
The envelope E of p with respect to K is the set of points z E K such that 
there exists a complex Bore1 measure ,q <P such that am) = 0 and 
J f dp, =f(z) for each f E R(K). The properties of the envelope of interest to 
us follow. 
11.2. PROPOSITION. (a) E is the set of weak * continuous 
homomorphisms on Ra(K,,u) [4, 11.81. 
(b) E is a nonempty Bore1 set with area density one at each of its 
points 14, II.3 and VI.61. 
(c) E0 = (E)O 14, VI. 11. 
(d) i? is the union of spt ,a and some collection of components oJ* 
“I\spt,LL 14, VI.10). 
Given z E E, let pz be as in the definition of E. For fE RW(K,,u) set 
j-(z) = jfdp,. Clearly f(z) is independent of the particular p, chosen. We 
thus have a map f -x called Chaumat’s map for p and K, which associates 
to each function in R”O(K,p) a point function on E. Utilizing well-known 
facts about the weak * topology, Chaumat’s map is easily seen to be a weak :i’ 
continuous, contractive homomorphism of R m(K, p) into R X (K, kf::) which is 
the map f -+ f, on R(K). Chaumat’s second theorem concerning the structure 
of R”(K,,u) is the following amazing result. 
11.3. THEOREM. The map f E R “(K, ,a) + f e R “(K, AE) is an isometric 
isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism which is the map f --f f,; on R(K) 
14, IV.21. 
To prove this result a space of functions A was needed by Chaumat and it 
is also needed by us. The space A is the uniform closure in C(E) of all 
functions 
f(z)=j$+dL(i). 
where f * ranges over all compactly supported, bounded, Bore1 functions that 
vanish A-a.e. on E. The elementary properties of A of interest to us follows. 
11.4. PROPOSITION. (a) A is a uniform algebra on E 14, III. 1 I. 
(b) R(E) G A 14, III.1 1. 
(c) The functions in A are analytic on E” 14, III. 1 I. 
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(d) Iff E A extends analytically to a neighborhood of z0 E I?, then 
f(z) - f(zo) E A 
z - z. 
[4, v1.21. 
(e) Given z,, E I? and f E A, there is a sequence {f,}n> 1 z A such that 
\$3J f llF+ 0 and each f, extends analytically to a neighborhood U,, of z,, [4, 
. . 
We call A the auxiliary algebra associated with p and K. Its connection 
with R a, (K, p) is the content of the following. 
11.5. THEOREM. (a) A E R”(K,,u) [4, 111.31. 
(b) For any f E A,f= f, [4, III.3]. 
(c) For any f E R “(K, ,a), there is a sequence { fn}“> 1 z A such that 
f,+f we. and IIf&< Ilf II ]4, IV.31. 
Together II.4 and II.5 yield three facts useful in the next section. 
11.6. PROPOSITION. (a) Forf E Rm(K,p),fis analytic on E”. 
(b) For z. E E” and f E R “(K, ,a), we have 
f(‘) -!(‘o) E R”O(K p) 
3 * 
z - z. 
(c) If L is a weak* continuous linear functional on R*(K,,u), then 
IILII = IIL I4 
proof: Let {fnjnal be as in 11.5(c). By 11.5(b) and Dominated 
Convergence, f,, = f, + f pointwise boundedly on E. 
Since a pointwise bounded limit of analytic functions is analytic, (a) now 
follows from 11.4(c). 
Using 11.4(c) and the Maximum Modulus Principle, for 
g 
n 
(z) _ f,(z) -f&o) 
z-z0 ’ 
2 Ilfn IIF 
II “‘1’~ dist(z,, ~\Eo) ~ 
2 llf II 
dist(z,, C\E’) ’ 
Since spt ~1 G ,k? (11.2(d)), 
g, j f(z) - f(z0) 
2 - z. 
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boundedly pu-a.e. and so weak* in L “01). Since each g, E R m(K, ,u) (11.4(c ), 
11.4(d), and IIS(a (b) now follows. 
Now ILfl = ]limn,, Lfnl < supn ILs,l < IIL 1‘4 II sup, Ilfnlk G 
/IL /A /] ]lfi], so IIL /] < /] L ] A I]. Since spt p 5 ,!? (11.2(d)), the reverse 
inequality follows easily from 11.5(a). Thus (c) holds. 1 
The properties of the auxiliary algebra viewed as a uniform algebra which 
are of interest to us follow. 
11.7. THEOREM. (a) The maximal ideal space of A is I? 14, VI.3 ]. 
(b) The set of nonpeak points for A is E 14, VI.6 ]. 
(c) For z,, E E and E > 0, {z E E: Ilz - zOljA- < E) has area density one 
at z,, (here z -z,, denotes the continuous linear functional f E A --) 
f(z) - f(z,) E c) [ 4, IV.4 and proof]. 
(d) For z,,EE\E’, 0<&<2, and 6>0. there is a zEEnA(z,,;& 
such that /Iz -z&. = F [4, VI.81. 
This concludes our survey of Chaumat’s results and so we now turn to the 
matter of inheritance from K to E. Necessary for this is the notion of 
analytic capacity. The analytic capacity of a subset C of C, denoted y(C). is 
the supremum of lf’(co)] where f ranges over all functions analytic and 
bounded in modulus by one off a compact subset Kf of C. The properties of 
analytic capacity of interest to us follow. 
11.8. PROPOSITION. (a) For any C, 2 Cz, we have y(C,)< y(C2j 
[Trivial]. 
(b) The analytic capacity of any disk is its radius 16, 
(c) For any continuum C, we have (diam C)/4 < 
16, 6.5 1. 
(d) For any measurable C, we have l’(C) > di(C)/n 
6.4 I. 
;(C) < diam C 
16, 6.61. 
Call a compact set K nice iff for all but countably many z,) E iiK, 
lirn inf ~('(~06 ')\K) > 0. 
s-10-t 
From 11.8(b) we see that it is reasonable to call lim infs,,,+ y(A(z,; 6)\K)j6 
the lower capacity density of G\K at zo. 
Utilizing 11.8(c) it follows that if the diameters of the components of c \K 
are bounded away from zero, then K is nice. Thus any K whose complement 
has only finitely many components is nice. Recall that the inner boundary* of 
K consists of those points of the boundary of K not on the boundary of any 
component of C\K. Utilizing 11,8(c) again it follows that any K with coun- 
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table inner boundary is nice. Utilizing 11.8(d) it follows that any K is nice for 
which all but countably many points of the boundary of K are points of 
positive lower area density for C\K. The three sufficient conditions for 
niceness just adduced may be “combined” to yield better surfficient 
conditions for niceness; however, we do not bother to do so here. Sufftce it to 
say that the class of nice compact sets is reasonably broad encompassing all 
those compact sets whose complement has finitely many components and a 
fair number of compact sets whose complement has infinitely many 
components. Of the standard compact sets of the latter type from rational 
approximation theory, the roadrunner set, the champagne bubble set, the 
string of beads, and the Swiss cheese (see [6, Sect. 1 I), the first two are nice 
by the second sufftcient condition just adduced, while the last two can be 
shown to be definitely not nice. 
Call a measurable set C almost open iff A(C\C”) = 0. Denote the set of 
nonpeak points for R(K) by QK. We are interested in K for which QK is 
almost open. The following criterion of Curtis is of help here. 
11.9. THEOREM. If z. E K satisfies lim sup,,,, y(d(z, ; 6)\K)/6 > 0, then 
z. is a peak point for R(K) [6, 6.2 and 14.51. 
Since Qi = K”, this immediately ields the following. 
11.10. COROLLARY. If K is nice, then QK is almost open. 
What of the two nonnice sets encountered above, the string of beads and 
the Swiss cheese? Clearly, if K it self is almost open, then so is QK. Thus QK 
is almost open for K the string of beads. Now for K the Swiss cheese, 
K” = 0 yet R(K) # C(K). The first fact implies that L(Q,\Qi) = A(Q,). The 
second fact and Bishop’s peak point criterion for rational approximation [6, 
3.3, 4.6, and 14.4) imply that A(Q,) > 0. Thus QK is not almost open for K 
the Swiss cheese. 
We wish to show that ,!? is nice whenever K is’nice and that E is almost 
open whenever Q, is almost open. Both follow easily from the fact that R(E) 
inherits any “local” Dirichlicity R(K) may have. This is proved by a minor 
variation of an argument from [4, Chap. XIV] used for the algebra A(U) of 
all functions analytic on an open set U and continuous on 0. To be quite 
honest we do not really need to know what it means to say that R(K) is 
Dirichlet. We need only know the following. 
11.11. THEOREM. (a) R(K) is Dirichlet for K uny closed disk 16, 33.31. 
(b) IfR(K) is Dirichlet and ifJ is a compact subset of K such that the 
closure of each component of K\J intersects 8K, then R(J) is Dirichlet [6, 
33.51. 
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(cl If Frlln,, is a decreasing sequence of compact subsets of C such 
that each R(K,) is Dirichlet and K = n,, , K,, then R(K) is Dirichlet 16, 
33.41. 
(d) If R(K) is Dirichlet, then for anv z,, E 8K and any S > 0. 
y(d(z,; d)\K) > 6/4 [6, 33.21. 
A way of proceeding inductively from K to ,? is suggested by 11.2(d). Let 
(U,} be an enumeration of the components @\spt ,u. Let q be the collection 
of all sets H such that 
(a) H = spt ,u U I.),,,, U, for some I, 
(b) EG HSK, and 
(c) R(HnL) is Dirichlet whenever L is a closed subset of C such 
that R(K f’ L) is Dirichlet. 
Partially order %Y by inclusion. 
LEMMA A. g is nonempty. 
Proof: Let I = (n: U, s K) and H = spt p U U,,,, U,. Clearly H satisfies 
(a) and is contained in K. For U, such that U, G$ K, we have U, g l? and so 
by 11.2(d) U, n ,!? = 0. It follows that ,? c H and so H satisfies (b). That H 
satisfies (c) follows from II. 1 l(b). Hence H E q and q is nonempty. 1 
LEMMA B. % has minimal elements, 
Proof: By Lemma A and Zorn’s lemma it suffices to show that any 
chain (H,} in g has a lower bound in q’. Set H 3 n H,. Clearly H is a 
lower bound for (H,} and H satisfies (a) and (b). A decreasing sequence 
W,“J”> I is readily found such that H = n,, 1 H,,Z. That H satisfies (c) now 
follows from II. 1 l(c). Hence HE 9. 1 
For U an open subset of 6, denote the space of all bounded analytic 
functions on U equipped with the supremum norm by H” (U). 
LEMMA C. If H is minimal in W’, then for any f E H7- (H” ). 
Ilf III,” = IIS lINO,%~ 
Proof We prove the contrapositive. Thus suppose there is an 
f E H”j(H”) such that Ilf llHo > l/f lIHOnE. Let U be a nonempty component of 
(z E Ho: I f(z)1 > 11 f lIHOnE}. Clearly U n E = 0, so U n E- 0. But then by 
11.2(d), U n spt p = 0, so U E some U,, . 
Clearly H\CJ, satisfies (a). If U, G I?, then UC E, so I/Cl,!?= U # 0. 
Contradiction. Thus U,, @ ,!?. By 11.2(d), U, n E= 0, so H\U,, satisfies (b). 
If ti~H’. then by the Maximum Modulus Principle, ilf I/[.= Ilfll;,, = 
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IV II HonE. Contradiction. Thus fin aH # 0 and so 0, n aH # 0. That H\U, 
satisfies (c) now follows from II.1 l(b). 
We conclude that H\U,, E Q. Since H\(H\U,,) = H n U, 2 U # 0, we 
have HjU,, f H. Hence H is not minimal in GY. 1 
11.12. THEOREM. R (i? n L) is Dirichlet whenever L is a closed subset of 
C such that R(K n L) is Dirichlet. 
Proof By Lemma B, we may choose H minimal in GY. 
For zr, E Ho set MZo = {f E R”(K,p): there exists a g E H”O(H’) such 
that f = g on Ho n E and g(zo) = 0). A simple argument using Lemma C 
and Montel’s theorem shows that ball MZ, is weak* sequentially closed in 
L”O(,a). For .X a separable Banach space, the weak* topology on ball %* is 
metrizable. Hence ball MZ, is weak * closed in L”(p) and so by the Krein- 
Smulian theorem MZ, itself is weak* closed in L”O(,a). Lemma C implies that 
1 67G MZo. The Hahn-Banach theorem now yields a ,u~~<,u such that ,u,~ 
annihilates MZo yet l dpzO = 1. For f E R(K), f(z,) -f E MzO, so f(z,) = 
~f(zo)d~Lo = ~(f(zo)-f)4bo + Sfdcr,, = J”fko. If~(lzol)=O~ then 
Pz,(lzo~) = 0 an cl z. E E. Since p({zo}) # 0 for at most countably many zo, 
Ho minus a countable set is contained in E. One concludes that Ho c I?. 
But by (a) and 11.2(d), c?H G spt ~1 G J!?, so H s E. By (b), E = H. By (c) 
we are done. 1 
11.13. THEOREM. (a) i? is nice whenever K is nice. 
(b) E is almost open whenever QK is almost open. 
Proof. Let z. E K” n a,!?. By II.1 l(a), for 6, = dist(z,; C\K) we have 
R(Kn4,; o 6 )) = R(d(z,; 6,)) Dirichlet. From II.12 we conclude that 
R(En d(z,; So)) is Dirichlet. By II. 11 (d), y(d(z, ; 6)\,!?) > 6/4 for 
0<6<6,. Hence 
(*I lim inf ‘(d(zo~ ‘)“) > 0 s-o+ for any z. E K” n a,!?. 
On the other hand, by 11.8(a), 
,liT+ inf YWO ; s>\Q 
+ 6 
> /iF+ inf ‘(‘(“j 6)‘K) for any z. E fYK fI &F. 
Clearly then, E is nice whenever K is nice. 
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Because of 11.4(b) and 11.5(b), EL QF. Because of 11.2(c), E\E” G a~?. 
Thus K” n (E\E’) c K” n QFn a,!?. But (*) and II.9 imply that K” n Q,-n 
8= 0. Hence E\E” c E\K’. From the definition of E one sees that 
E G Q,. Also K” = Qi. Therefore E\E” G Q,\Qi. Clearly then. E is almost 
open whenever QK is almost open. I 
For U an open subset of C, H”)(U) is a subspace of L”(A,.). The norm of 
Ha(U) is gotten by restricting the norm of L”@,.) to H”(U). Utilizing well- 
known facts about the weak* topology, Hm(U) is easily seen to be a weak * 
closed subspace of L”(1,). Consequently H”(U) is the dual of a Banach 
space and so has a weak * topology itself. The weak* topology of EP(C’) is 
gotten by restricting the weak * topology of L x (AI,) to Ha(U). 
11.14. COROLLARY. If QK is almost open, then the map f -fh-,(, is an 
isometric isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism of R “(K. p) onto a 
weak * closed subalgebra of H”(E’) which is the map f + f,(, on R(K). 
Proof: 11.3, 11.6(a), and 11.13(b). 1 
11.15. THEOREM. Let U be an open subset of C such that for all but 
countably many z0 E e,\U, lim inf s+o + y(d(z, ; 6)\K)/6 > 0. (In particular. 
by II.9 U includes all but countably many points of Q,.) Then H=(U) G 
R”(K,&J 16. 6.2 and 29.21. 
II. 16. COROLLARY. If K is nice, then the map f E R”(K, ,u) + 
A:,, E H” (E”) is an isometric isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism 
,c,hich is the map f + fEO on R(K). 
Proof. Because of 11.10 and 11.14, we need only show that given 
g E H”(E’), there exists an f E R”O(K, p) such that g =f&. By 11.2(c), 
11.13(a), a?d 11.15, H”(E’)c R”(E,&). By 11.4(b) and 11.5(b), E ‘-QT. 
Thus R”(E, &) G R”_(E, lE). By 11.3, 11.4(b), 11.5(a), and 11.5(b), R(E) r_ 
R “(K, A,). Thus R m(E, 1,) CI R “(K, A,). We conclude that g E R x (K, Ar ). 
By 11.3, g = f /i,-a.e. for some f E R “(K, p). Since g and f are both analytic 
on E” (11.6(a)), g =fEfEo. 1 
This concludes our discussion of inheritance and so we now turn to the 
matter of interpolation for R”(K, ,L). The techniques used are the same as 
those in [ 71 where interpolation for HE(U) is investigated. A sequence 
in E is called interpolating for Rm(K,,u) iff the map f E R%(K,,a) + 
1&P;;,, , E 1” . IS onto. The following proposition shall be the source of all 
our i”nterpolating sequences. 
II. 17. PROPOSITION. Let {z~},,~, be a sequence in E. Suppose there exist 
constants M > 1 and 0 < a < 1 such that for any s E I”, there exists an 
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fe Rm(K,lu) such that llfll ,<M llsll and IlLkJ -s,~.~~II G a llsll. Then 
~Zn~JI>1 is interpolating for R O” (K, p). 
Proof. Fix s E 1”. Inductively choose fk E R’O(K,,u) such that j]fJj < 
Make’ llsll and ll{Z,<j<kJ(Zn> - ~,~,~111 G akIIslI. Notice Ckal I.fA f 
M[Is(l/(l-a). Set f = xk;ri fk. Clearlyf&R”O(~,p) and {.?(zJ}~>, =s. I 
11.18. THEOREM. Let {z,},>~ be a sequence in E converging to zO & E. 
Then {z,},>~ has a subsequence interpolating for Rm(K,,uu). 
Proof: By 11.7(b), zO is a peak point for A. Let g E A peak at zO. Induc- 
tively choose a subsequence (wj)i,, of {z~},,,  a sequence of nested disks 
{Ai}]>, decreasing to z,,, and a sequence (gj}j>, of appropriate powers of the 
peaking function g such that 
(a) ] gJI < 2-(j+2) on E\Aj, 
(b) lg,- 11<2-(ji2) on EnA,+,, 
cc) 1 &bk)i < 2- (jt2) for k<j- 1, and 
(d) [gi(wk)- 1(<2-‘j”’ for k>j. 
Setting J = gj - gj+ i, we have 
(4 .tjEA 
(b) IVJ G 2, 
(C) lfil G 2-(j+‘) on E\(Aj\pj+2)9 
(d) Ifi - 1 I < 2-(j”), and 
(e) lfj(wk)( < 2-(i+‘) for k # j. 
Given s E l”, set f= GA1 sj.fj. Then f E R”(K,p), llfll f 4 llsll, and 
Il{f(wj) - sj}j>l(( < f ((s((. By 11.17, we are done. I 
To prove a theorem anaIogous to II.18 for the case where z,, E E 
Vitushkin’s localization operators, which we now define, are necessary. 
For f a bounded function on C and g a smooth compactly supported 
function on C, set 
Notice that the integral above, being the convolution of the locally 
integrable function l/z and a bounded function with compact support, 
converges and is continuous on C. Hence T,f is defined on C and is 
continuous wherever f is continuous. It is clear at a glance that T,f is 
analytic off the support of g, that T, f vanishes at co, and that f - T,f is 
analytic on {g = 1 }O. 
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The usefulness of these operators for us lies in the invariance of the 
auxiliary algebra A under them. 
II. 19. PROPOSITION. Let f be a bounded Bore1 function on G such that 
fEE A and let g be a smooth compactly supported function on C. Then 
(7’nf)FE A [4, III.5 and 3, VI.3.41. 
The quantitative properties of the localization operators needed follow 
easily from the qualitative properties mentioned above and the next item. 
11.20. LEMMA. For C a measurable subset of C and z(, E c, 
Proof. Choose r > 0 such that zr2 = A(C) and let A = d(z,,; r). Notice 
that A(C\d) = A(d\C). Thus 
Adding .icnd dA([)/l{ - zO] to both sides of this inequality, we get 
11.2 1. PROPOSITION. Suppose z0 E C and 6 > 0. Let g, be a smooth 
function supported on A(zO; 6) such that 0 < g, < 1, g, = 1 on A(z,,; S/2), 
and j(ag, jj < 5126. Set T, = TR,. Then for f a bounded Bore1 function on ci ~ 
(a) II T,f II < 6 llf II, 
(b) IT6f(z)l~6~llf////z--ZOlfor lz-zOI >6, and 
(~1 I(f -T,f)(z) - (f -Tsfh,>l < 20lz-z,/~lfl//~for Iz--~~I C 
612. 
ProoJ By 11.20, 
/(.k,- Tsf)G)l= +~[+k&WJ~ 
for any z E C. Hence ]lfgs - T,f 1) < 5 lif ]I and (a) follows. 
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Since TJ is analytic off d(z,,; 6) and vanishes at co, (z - zJ T&z) is 
analytic off d(z,; 6) and at co. The Maximum Modulus Principle and (a) 
now imply (b). 
For Iz - zol < d/2, I(f - Gf)(z) - (f - T8f)(zo)l = IUh - WXz) - 
(.k - T8f)(zo)l < 2 IIfs - TJI < 10 llfll. Since f - T,f is analytic on 
d(z,; 6/2), so is ((f - T&(z) - (f - Tsf)(zo))/z - z,,. The Maximum 
Modulus Principle now implies (c). 1 
A crucial property of the localization operators T, in relation to the 
auxiliary algebra A now follows. 
11.22. PROPOSITION. Let T, be as in 11.21. If I,, E E, then as 6- 0 
sup{ I T, f(z,,)l: f bounded Borel on C, I( f II< 1, and fEE A } + 0. 
Proof Set d8-d(z,,;J) and E,=(zEE: ]]z-z&*<E}. Via [3, VI.3.41 
one sees that 
This and 11.20 show that for f a bounded Bore1 function on C such that 
llfll< 1 andfEE 
The proposition now follows from 11.7(c) since E > 0 can be arbitrarily 
small. I 
11.23. THEOREM. Let {z,},>~ be a sequence in E converging to z. E E. 
Then either II z, - z. ljat + 0 or {z,},, , has a subsequence interpolating for 
R*O(K,P). 
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Proof. Suppose llz, - z,, IIA, t, 0. Passing to a subsequence, it can be 
assumed that there is a constant c > 0 such that for any n, ((z, - z,,((~~ > l/c. 
Choose h, E A such that 11 &/I< 1 and Ih,(z,) - h,(z,)l > l/c. Extend each 
hn continuously to C without increasing its norm. Set g, 3 
h,/(h,(z,) - h,(z,)). Then g, is continuous on C, I/ g, I/ < c, gnpE A, and 
g,(z,) - &(Zo) = 1. 
Let A be a disk centered at z,, and let E > 0. Taking T, as in 11.21, from 
11.21(b) and II.22 it follows that there is a 6 > 0 such that for any w, 
I T, g,l < c/4 off A and I T8 g,(z,)l < s/4. BY 11.21(c), I 1 - CT, g&,1 - 
T8 ‘&rJ))/ = Kg, - T8 &>Gn> - kn - T, g&,)l 
whenever It, - zO/ < 6/2. Hence there is an N such 
I T8 g&,> - Ta g,W > i. Set 
< (2Oc/6) Jz, --z(,, 
that for any n > N. 
T, g, - i-6 g&o> 
” = T, gntz,) - T, g&o) ’
By II.19 and 11.2l(a),f,,,CA and Ilf,ll < 24~. 
Thus the proof so far has shown the following: 
(*) Given a disk A centered at z,, and E > 0, there exists an N such 
that for any n > N, there exists a function f, continuous on C such that 
IlfAl < ~kf,,EAMz,) = l,f,(~,) = 0, and If,1 G E off A. 
Via (*), inductively choose a subsequence { w~},~>, of (znJna 1, a sequence 
of nested disks (Aj}jal decreasing to zO, and a sequence {[i)j>, of functions 
continuous on G such that 
(a) f,,EA 
(b) llf;.ll < 24~ 
(c) lfjl < 2-‘j+” off Aj\Aj+,, 
(d) fj(W,j) = 1, and 
(e) Ifi(wJ < 2-(j+‘) for k # j. 
Given s E I=, set f -Cjar sjf;. Then f E R”(K,p), !If II < 
((48~ + 1)/2) JlsIl, and Il{f(wj)-sj}ja,)l < iii~ll. By 11.17, we are done. I 
11.24. THEOREM. Let {z~}~>, be a sequence in E converging to z,, E I?. 
Then either z,, E E and I(z, - zO(lA* + 0 or (z,, Ina, has a subsequence inter- 
polating for R “(K, p). Furthermore, these two alternatives are mutuall~~ 
exclusive. 
Proof. That at least one of these alternatives holds follows from II. 18 
and 11.23. Thus we need only show that at most one of these alternatives 
holds. 
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Suppose z0 E E and J/z, - z~/(~* + 0. The map L,f =f(z,) - j;<,,) is a 
weak* continuous linear functional on Rm(K,p). By 11.5(b) and 11.6(c), 
lI~nll=llL I4I=Il~n-zolla*~ H ence for any f E R “(K, ,u), f(z,) -+ .f(z,). 
Clearly then, for any f E RW(K,p) and any subsequence {Wj}j>l of {znJn>i, 
{~(wj)Jj.+, # {(-ly’}j>l. Thus no subsequence of {z,},.+i is interpolating for 
Rm(K~U). ! 
III. SOME RESULTS 
Call a subnormal operator R * pure iff its associated R O” space is pure. 
111.1. THEOREM. Let S be a subnormal operator. Then S = S, @ S, 
where S, is an R” pure subnormal operator and S, is a normal operator. 
Proof. Let S acting on &” have mne N acting on X’. Get A as in II.1 
with K = a(S) and ,u a svsm for S. Since ~4 and xciA E Rm(a(S),,u), x~(S) 
and xciA(S) are well defined. Being idempotents of norm one, they are 
orthogonal projections. Setting & = xA(S)A? and & = xc,4(S)Z, we have 
Z=q@&. Since x4(S) and x +,(S) commute with S, Sq &Z, and 
SZZzZZ. Setting S,=Sl& and S,=Sle, we have S=S,@S,. 
Similarly, setting & = xd(N)X, Z; = x~,~(N)Z’, N, E N 13;) and 
N2=N(.&, we have ;uO=.&@q and N=N,@N,. Since xd(S)= 
xAW) Iz and xciA(s) = x~\~(N) I z3 we have & ‘IA and & E-K;. Since 
S=N\Z, we have S,=N,I& and S,=N,/&. Since N=mneS, we 
have N, = mne S, and N, = mne S,. The map fE LcoC,ud) -+ (&)(N) ( 
<;U; E 9(5;) is a weak* continuous, one-to-one, *-homomorphism sending z 
to N, . By 1.2, ,uud is a svsm for S, . Similarly, ~c\~ is a svsm for S, I 
By 11.1, .Fx~,~ E R”O(a(S),,u), so (~x~,~)(S) is well defined. Since 
(F&,,)(S) commutes with x~,~(S), we have (ZX~,~)(S)Z~ c X2. Set A = 
ExciA)(S) 14. For any x, Y ET, (Ax, u> = ((~xciA)(s)x, v) = 
GXC\A WI x3 v> = V *xc\AW) x, Y> = oIc\~(Wx, NY) = oIc\~(s) A 9) = 
(x, S,y) = (Sfx, y). Hence A = Sf. Since (ZX~,~)(S) commutes with S, 
S,* = A commutes with S,, i.e., S, is normal. Notice then that S, = N,. 
Let E be the envelope of ,a, with respect to o(S) and - be Chaumat’s map 
for ,uu, and o(S). Define L E R”(a(S),,uu,)* by Lf 3 JEoid fdp. Via the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem we see that L is weak* sequentially 
continuous on ball R”O(o(S), pA). Utilizing well-known facts about the 
weak* topology, L is seen to be weak* continuous on R m(o(S), ,uJ. Hence 
there is a complex Bore1 measure v < ,uA such that Lf = lfdv for any 
f E R “D(o(S), ,ud). Since! = fE for f E R(u(S)), ,uEoid - v E R(u(S)‘n L’(u). 
BY 11.1, &\A - v @ PA. Since ,aEoiA and v are singular, we con&de that 
&O\A + fiU, ? i.e.T ,uc,A(Eo)= 0. But then by I.2 and 11.2(c), (E)‘= E” c 
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C\spt ruC\d = C\W*) = C\c(S,). S ince (E)’ E E G u(S) = a(S,) U u(S,), it 
must be the case that (ii;>” Cr u(S,). By I. 1, 1.2, and 11.2(d), ~Ec spt iuA = 
u(N,) G u(S,). Hence E s u(S,) E u(S). Clearly then, R “(u(S), ,uA) E 
R”(u(S,), ,u~) 5 Rm(& pA). Because of 11.4(b) and 11.5(a), all three of these 
spaces are equal. It now follows from 11.1 that R”(u(S,), pA) = R”(u(S). pA) 
is pure and so S, is an R”O pure subnormal. 1 
Due to the nice spectral behavior of direct sums and the spectral mapping 
theory developed for normal operators, the preceding theorem shows that for 
our purposes no real loss of generality results from restricting our attention 
to R”O pure subnormal operators. On the other hand, Section II shows that a 
real gain in convenience results thereby. Accordingly, for the rest of this 
section we make the following assumption and notational conventions: 
(a) S is an R” pure subnormal operator on a Hilbert space 3”. 
(b) iu is a svsm for S, 
(c) E is the envelope of p with respect to a(S), 
Cd) - is Chaumat’s map for ,U and u(S), and 
(e) A is the auxiliary algebra associated with ,U and u(S). 
Notice that R “(K, ,u) c R “(u(S), ,L) whenever K is a compact superset of 
u(S). This observation provides us with what shall be our typical hypothesis 
on f in investigating the various closed spectra of f(S), namely, that 
f E R”O(K, ,u) where K is a compact superset of u(S) satisfying some 
condition or other. Accordingly, for the rest of this section we make the 
following assumption and notational conventions: 
(f) K is a compact superset of u(S), 
(g) 6 is the envelope of p with respect to K, and 
(h) = is Chaumat’s map for ,L and K. 
Clearly R “(K, ,u) is pure, E G 8, and f = fE for each f E R “(K, p). 
Recall that the functions in A are point functions on E. Because of the 
next proposition, the functions in A are point functions on all of u(S). 
111.2. PROPOSITION. i?=u(S). 
ProoJ: Trivially EL u(S). Suppose z. 65 f?. Then by 11.4(b) and IIS( 
(z - zo)- ’ E R(E) c R “(u(S),p). Hence S - z. is invertible with inverse 
(z - zo)-’ (S), and so z. 6Z u(S). Thus l?= u(S). m 
The spectrum off(S) for f E A is now easily identified. 
111.3. THEOREM. For awf E 4 dtV>) = f MS)). 
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Proof: Suppose R E f(o(S)), i.e., /1 =f(z,,) for some z0 E a(S). By 11.4(e) 
and 111.2, there is a sequence {fn}nhl GA such that Ilf- fnIltr(sj + 0 and 
each f, extends analytically to a neighborhood U,, of zO. By 11.4(d) and 11X.2, 
there exists g, E A such that f,(z) - f,(z,,) = g,(z)(z - zJ. Hence 
f,(S) -f,(z,) = g,(S)(S - zJ = (S - zJ g,(S). Since S - z0 is not inver- 
tible, neither is f,(S) -.L&,>. But Il(f(s) - 1) - (f,(S) -f,(z,>>ll < 
2 Ilf--.Mo(S)~ It follows that f(S) -i is not invertible, i.e., L E a(f(S)). 
Thus fCG>) s CO-(S)). 
Suppose 1& j(u(S)). Then f-A E A is never zero on E (111.2). As & is 
the maximal ideal space of A (11.7(a)), (f-n)-’ exists and is in A. Hence 
f(S) - 3, is invertible with inverse (f-n)-’ (S), and so A @ a(f(S)). Thus 
4f(W> = f@(S))* I 
The preceding theorem as it stands is not amenable to generalization to 
f E R “(o(S), ,u) since f (u(S)) d oes not even make sense then. The general 
function in R"'(u(S), ,u) is not a point function on u(S) but only a measure- 
theoretically defined function on spt ,u. More importantly, spt ,D = u(N) can 
be a very “small” subset of a(S) (consider the unilateral shift). However, 
11.5(b) and III.2 a& us to recast the preceding theorem to state that for 
PEA, WV)) =fW. Th is recasting is amenable to generalization to 
f E R “W)~ PL1) since for such f, f is a well-defined point function on E. 
Furthermore, being dense in u(S), E is a very “large” subset of u(S). Accor- 
dingly, for f E R “(a(S), ,u) we define f(u(S)), the image of u(S) under f, to 
be f(E). The next two theorems are the main results for the spectrum 
0f.m. 
111.4. THEOREM. If QK is almost open, then for any f E R “(K, ,u), 
f(W)) ~4f(S)). 
Proof Let z0 E E and F > 0. By 11.7(c), {z E E: llz - zOIIA* < 8) has area 
density one at zO. By 11.13(b), B is almost open, i.e., n(a\G?“) = 0. Since 
E E &, A(E\(8’n E)) = 0. Hence {I E 8’n E: ((z - z~/(~* < E} has area 
density one at zo. Choose zi E 8'nE such that llz, -zollA* < E. The map 
Lf E AZ,) -$(zo) is a weak* continuous linear functional on R”(u(S),,u). 
By 11.5(b) and 11.6(c), \lLll = IIL I A 11 = llzl - zOIIAe. Hence Iy(z,) -f(z,)l < 
E ((f (1. By 11.6(b), there is a gE Ra(K,p) such that j(z) -i(z,) = 
g(z)(z - z,). Thus f(S) - &,) = g(S)(S - zi) = (S - z,) g(S). Since S - z1 
is not invertible, neither is f(S) -](z,), i.e., j(z,) E u(f(S)). Since 
&z,) =.&z,), dist(j(z,), u(f(S))) < E 11 f 11. As E > 0 is arbitrary, f(zo) E 
u(f (S)). As z. E E is arbitrary, f(u(S)) s u(f(S)). I 
111.5. THEOREM. If K is nice, then for any f E Rm(K,,u), u(f(S)) = 
f km>. 
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ProoJ Suppose A 6!G f(u(S)). Then for some c > 0, if - A / > E on E. 
SinceFis analytic on 8’ (11.6(a)) and j). = 1 there exists an open set U such 
that 8°nEr UG 8’ and If--Al > s/2 on U. Clearly (?-A))’ E H”‘(li). 
By II. 13(a), g is nice, i.e., lim inf s +o+ y(d(zo ; S)\@/S > 0 for all but 
countably many z E a&?. Since EE g, 11.8(a) implies that lim infs.+o+ 
&Go; a)\@/6 > 0 for all but countably many z E @. Notice that &\U cr 
E\U c: ,!?\g” G a\&?’ = 8\(g)” = aa (the second to last equality follows 
from 11.2(c)). Hence lim infs,o+ y(A(z,; 6)\@)/6 > 0 for all but countably 
many z E &\U. By 11.15, H”O(U) s Rm(E, lo,). 
By 11.4(b) and 11.5(b), E c QF. Thus R a (I!?, Lo,)> R 1 (E, 2,). 
By- 11.3, 11.4(b), 11.5(a), and 11.5(b), R(E) 5 R”‘(u(S). 1,). Thus 
R Or (E, 3LE-) c R ac: (a(S), &). 
Putting the conclusions of the last four paragraphs together, we see that 
(f - 1) ’ E R w(a(S), A,). Since FE = 7, (f - A) I E R “‘(a(S), AI;). Utilizing 
11.3, it follows that (f-1))’ exists and is in Rr(a(S),p). Hencef(S) - il is 
invertible with inverse (f - A) ~’ (S), and so i G? u(f(S)). Thus u(f(S)j c 
f MS>). 
The reverse containment follows from 11.10 and 111.4. 1 
Let P”‘(p) denote the weak* closure in L”‘@) of the polynomials in z. By 
Runge’s theorem, for K any closed disk containing the support of ,u. 
P” 01) = R a(K, p). Since any closed disk is nice, we have the following 
result originally proved by Conway and Olin 13, VIII.4.21. 
111.6. COROLLARY. For anvf E P”(p), u(f(S)) =f(u(S)). 
Turning to the essential spectrum off(S), we find the case where f E A is 
easily disposed of. 
111.7. THEOREM. For any f E A, u,(f(S)) =f(u,(S)). For /I @L u,(f(S)). 
Z.r(f) = (z E u(S): f(z) - I= 0) is a Jinite subset of u(S)\u,(S) at each 
point of which f is analytic. Thus ind(S -z), the Fredholm index of S - Z. 
and nn(f. z), the degree of the zero off - k at z, are both well defined and 
finite for each z E Z,(f ). Furthermore, 
ind(f (S) - L) = ,,Fri, n.,(f; z) WS - 2). 
I 
ProoJ Suppose 1 E f(u,(S)), i.e., 2 = f(z,) for some z. E u,(S). By 
11.4(e) and 111.2, there is a sequence {f,},>l E A such that jif - fnllo,,s, 4 0 
and each f, extends analytically to a neighborhood U, of z(,. By 11.4(d) and 
111.2, there exists g, E A such that f,,(z) - f,(z,) = g,(z)(z - z,,). Hence 
f,(S) - fn(zo) = g,(S)(S - zo) = (S - zo) g,(S). Since S - z. is not 
Fredholm. neither is f,(S) - f,,(zo). But i[(f(S) - A) ~ (f,,(S) - S,,(z,,))ll < 
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2 Ilf-fnllo(S). It follows that f(S) -A is not Fredholm, i.e., L E o,(f(,S)). 
Thus f@,(S)) c a,(fP)>. 
Suppose L & f(a,(s)). S ince &r(s) s o,(S), Z,(f) is a compact subset of 
c(S)‘. But f is analytic on E” = (,!?)’ = a(S)” (II.*(c), 11.4(c), and III.*), so 
the assertions of the theorem concerning Z,(f), ind(S - z), and nn(J z) 
now follow. Applying 11.4(d) repeatedly, we see that there exists a g E A 
such that f(w) - L = g(w) nZEz,(fJ (w - z)“A(l;‘). Hence f(S) - A= 
g(S) rI,EZ,(f) (S - 4”A’(f;z). Clearly 0 @ g(o(S)). By 111.3, g(S) is invertible 
and thus Fredholm with index zero. The formula for ind(f(S) - 1) now 
follows. In particular, f(S) - 1 is Fredholm, i.e., 1 @ o,(f(S)). Thus 
o,(f(S>) = f(o,P>)* I 
The preceding theorem as it stands is not amenable to generalization to 
f E R “(u(S), cl). Proceeding as we did for the spectrum, one might replace 
f(u,(S)) by f(u,(S) n E) and attempt o show that u,(f(s)) = f(a,(S) n E) 
for suitable J Such an attempt could not possibly succeed because 
u,(s) n E, and so too f(u,(S) n E), can be empty (consider the unilateral 
shift), while u&(S)) is never empty. However, 11.5(b) and III.2 allow us to 
recast the preceding theorem to state that forf E A, u,df(S)) = {A E C: there 
exists a sequence {z,},>i _ c E and a z. E u,(S) such that z,+ z. and 
f(zJ -+ A}. This recasting is amenable to generalization to f E R m(u(S), ,u). 
Furthermore, Axler [l] has shown that for S any Bergman operator this 
recasting does generalize to all f E R “(u(S), ,D). More importantly, Axler’s 
elegant use of interpolating sequences in identifying the essential spectrum of 
the operators he was concerned with is easily adapted to our situation (see 
111.9). Accordingly, for f E R “(u(S), p) we define cl(f; u,(S)), the cluster set 
off on u,(S), to be (3, E C: there exists a sequence {z,},>, E E and a 
z. E u,(s) such that z, + z. and &z,) + A). The next two theorems are the 
main results for the essential spectrum of f(S). Some lemmas are needed, 
however. 
111.8. LEMMA. For any f E R “(K, ,u), $(8’” n u,(S)) E u,(f (S)). 
Proof: Suppose z. E 8’ n u,(S). By 11.6(b), there exists a g E R”(K,p) 
such that f(z) - f”(z,) = g(z)(z - zo). Thus f(S) - f(z,) = g(S)(S - zo) = 
(S - zo) g(S). Since S -z. is not Fredholm, neither is f(S) - j(z,), i.e., 
&o) E udf (9). 1 
111.9. LEMMA. For any f E Rm(K, ,u), if II E C is such that f(z,) + A 
where {z~}~> 1 G 8’ n E is an interpolating sequence for R*(u(S),p), then 
A E u,(f (9). 
Proof. Suppose z, E u,(S) for infinitely many n. Passing to a subse- 
quence, we can assume that {z~},,>~ E u,(s). By 111.8, /(z,) = f(z,) E 
ue(f (S)). As /(z,) -+ 4 A E u,(f (S)). 
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But then for each n either ker(S - z,,) # {0) or ker(S* - z,,) # (O}. Recall 
that the span of the eigenspaces associated with m distinct eigenvalues of an 
operator has dimension am. Because {z~}~>~ is an interpolating sequence, 
the z,,s, and so too the .Y,,s, are distinct. Thus for each N either span 
U {ker(S - z,): n > N} or span U {ker(S* - Z,): n > N} is infinite dimen- 
sional. 
Since hA>l is interpolating for R’O(o(S), y), the Open Mapping 
Theorem yields a constant C > 0 such that for any s E l”, there exists a 
gER”O(o(S),p) such that (~(z,JJnal=s and I/gl/<C/ls/l. For each N. 
choose a function g, E R “(a(S), p) such that 
&,(zJ = i O- 
if n<N 
f(z,)-n if n>N and II &II G C ,“;t. I.&J - A I. 
Notice that IIUW -A) - (f-A - g,d~I = II g,G)I/ = II g,ll G 
’ s”Pn>N Iflz,) -A/ -P 0 as N + co. Thus to get A E a,(f(.S)), i.e., to get 
f(S) - A not Fredholm, it suffices to show (f - A- gN)(S) not Fredholm for 
each N. 
Fix N and n > N. By 11.2(c) and 111.2, z, E E\a,(S) E a(S)\&(S) = 
a(S)” = (,!?)O = E”. By 11.6(b), there exists a g,V,, E R a‘(o(S),~) such that 
(f -’ - gN)(Z) = (f - ’ - gN)cZ) - (f - ’ - d- (‘n> = gN.n(‘>(’ - ‘,I)’ 
Hence (f - A - g,)(S) = gN,n(S)(S - z,J = (S - z,,) g,,,(S). It follows that 
ker(S - z,J G ker(f- A, - gN)(S) and ker(S* - Z,) L ker(f- A - g,V)(S)*. 
From the last paragraph we conclude that span U {ker(S - z,): n > NJ E 
kerCf-A -g,)(S) and span U{ker(S*-z,,): n>N}ckerCf-A -gN)(S)*. 
Thus either ker(f- A -gN)(S) or ker(f- A - g,V)(S)* is infinite dimen- 
sional, i.e., (f--A -g,)(S) is not Fredholm. 1 
111.10. THEOREM. If QK is almost open, then for any f E R “(K. ,uu), 
cl(f; I,> G a,(f(V). 
Proof. Suppose A E C is such that there exists a sequence {znJnr, I E 
and a z. E a,(S) such that z, -+ z0 and f(z,,) + A. We want A E a,(f(S)). 
Case I: to E E”. By 11.6(a), j; is analytic, and so continuous, at z,,. 
Hence A= f(z,). By 111.8, r(z,) E a&(s)). Thus J. E u,(f(s)). 
Case II: {z,} has a subsequence interpolating for R”(a(S), ,u). By 
11.7(c), (z E E: //z - zJA* < l/n} has area density one at z,. By 11.13(b), 3 
is almost open, i.e., ~(~\~“) = 0. S ince E g 8, A(E\(??’ n E)) = 0. Hence 
(z E P” n E: I/z - z,IIA+ < l/n} has area density one at z,. Choose z; E 
P’nEnd(z,; l/n) such that IIz:,-z,lIA. < l/n. By 11.24, {z;},>,_has a 
subsequence interpolating for R “(u(S), p). The map An f = &zL) - f (z,,) is 
a weak* continuous linear functional on R”(u(S),p). By 11.5(b) and 11.6(c). 
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(j/1,1) = 1(/1, IA I( = llz; - z,(IA*. But then lf(zA) -f(z,)l-+ 0 and sof(z,‘,)+ A. 
By 111.9, A E a,(f(S)). 
Case III: Cases I and II do not hold. By 11.24, z0 E E\E” and 
(Iz, - zOIIA* + 0. The map L,f z f(z,) -f(z,) is a weak* continuous linear 
functional on R”O(o(S),p). By 11.5(b) and 11.6(c), llL,ll = 1) L, ) A I/ = 
11 z, - z. IIA * . But then 1 j;(z,J - f(z,)l + 0 and so A = j(z,). 
Let 0 < E < 2. By 11.7(d), there is a sequence {zL),,>, GE such that 
z; -+ z. and 11 z: - z. [IA* = E for each n. Passing to a subsequence, it can be 
assumed that &zA) + some 1’ E C. By 11.24, {z;}~>, has a subsequence 
interpolating for R”O_(o(S), u>. By Case II, 1’ E a,(f (S)). 
The map LA f = f (z;) -f (zo) is a weak* continuous linear functional on 
R”O(a(S),p). By 11.5(b) and 11.6(c), ~~L~~~ = /IL:, IA )I = llz; - z~I(~*. Hence 
ISW -.&o>l G E Ilf II f or each n. Letting n -+ co, 11’ -f(z,)l < E II f II. Thus 
dist(f(z,), u,(f (S))) < E II f I). As 0 < E < 2 is arbitrary, II = j(z,) E 
ue(f (S)). I 
111.11. LEMMA. Let K be such that for anyfERa‘(K,,a), u(f(S))G 
f (u(S)). Then for any f E R “(K, ,a), ue(f (S)) E cl(A u,(S)). For 
A 6 cl(f;u,(S)), Z,(f)- {z EE: f(z)-A =0} is a finite subset of 
u(S)\u,(S) at each point of which f is analytic. Thus ind(S -z), the 
Fredholm index of S - z, and nn(f; z), the degree of the zero off - 1 at z, 
are both well defined and finite for each z E Z,(f). Furthermore, 
ind(f (S) - 1) = JJ rPzn(f) n,dfi 4 ind(S - 4. 
Proof. Suppose J @ cl(f, u,(S)). Then there exists a neighborhood U of 
u,(S) such that 2 @! f(Un E). Since &r(S) c a,(S), by 11.2(c) and III.2 we 
have that Z,(f) G E\U c u(S)\u,(S) G u(S)” = (E)’ = E”. Butfis analytic 
on E” (11.6(a)), so the assertions of the lemma concerning Z,(f ), ind(S - z), 
and nA(f; z) now follow. Applying 11.6(b) repeatedly, we see that there exists 
a g E R”O(K,p) such that f(w) - A = g(w) nzEZAcfJ (w - z)“~(~“). Hence 
f(S) - 1 = g(S) n*szA(f) (S - Z)“~~V 
Suppose 0 E g(a(S)). Then there is a sequence {z,,}~> i GE such that 
g’(z,)-, 0. Passing to a subsequence, it can be assumed that z, + some 
z. E E. If z. E (E)’ = E” (11.2(c)), then g’(zo) = 0 since g is analytic, and so 
continuous, on E” (11.6(a)). But g has been constructed so that g’ is zero-free 
on E. Contradiction. On the other hand, if z. E a,!?= au(S) E u,(S) (111.2), 
then 1 E cl(f; u,(S)) since f (zJ - A = g’(z,) nLEzAcfj (zn - z)“~(~‘) + 0. 
Contradiction again. We conclude that 0 4 g(a(S)). 
The hypothesis of the lemma now implies that g(S) is invertible and thus 
Fredholm with index zero. The formula for ind(f(S) - A) now follows. In 
particular, f (S) - A is Fredholm, i.e., ;1 @J u,(f (S)). 
Thus ue(f (S)) G cl(A u,(S)>. 1 
Together 11.10, 111.5, 111.10, and III.1 1 yield the following. 
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III. 12. THEOREM. Zf K is nice, then for any f E R”(K,p)), a,(f(S)) = 
cl(f; a,(S)). For i @ a,(f(S)), Z,(f) = (z E E: f(z) - ,I = 0) is a finite 
subset of a(S)\u,(S) at each point of whichfis analytic. Thus ind(S - z), the 
Fredholm index of S - z, and n,(f, z), the degree of the zero off - i at z. 
are both well defined and finite for each z E Z,(f). Furthermore, 
Wf (S) - A) = CzEZdV.) n.l(f; z) WS - z). 
We now examine two subnormal operators. The examination leads to the 
conclusion that a,,(f(S)) cannot be characterized solely in terms of a(S), ,u, 
f, and o,,(S). Indeed, o,,(f(S)) appears to depend rather delicately upon ? 
itself! 
Let D denote the open unit disk in G and let m denote normalized arc 
length measure on 8lD. Set V, z Ena i (l/2”) a,,$ and v2 3 Cn>, (n/2”) a,,,, 
where a, = 1 - (l/2”). For i = 1, 2, set pui = m + r; and let P’@,) denote the 
closure in L*(,D~) of the polynomials in z. Finally. for i = 1, 2, let S; denote 
the operator of multiplication by z on P2ki). 
Recall that an operator on a Hilbert space is pure iff it has no nontrivial 
normal direct summand. By 111.1, any pure subnormal operator is R’” pure. 
Recall that an operator A on a Hilbert space 8’ is qvlic iff K is the 
closed linear span of (A”,~,: n > O} for some vector s,, E X. 
111.13. PROPOSITION. For i = 1, 2, Si is a cyclic. pure subnormal 
operator and ,ui is a svsm for Si. 
Proof. Let Ni denote the operator of multiplication by z on L ‘@;). 
Clearly Ni is normal, N,P’@,)G P’(,u,), and Si= Ni 1 P’Q,), so Si is 
subnormal. Since NF is the operator of multiplication by Z on ,5’bi), any 
closed subspace of L2(ui) containing P2ki) and reducing N, must contain all 
the polynomials in z and Y and so, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, be all 
of L2(pi). Thus Ni = mne Si. From the uniqueness assertion of I.2 one sees 
that pi is a svsm for Ni and that for f E L” (,u~), f (Ni) is the operator of 
multiplication by f on L*@;). Trivially the vector 1 E P’@,) shows Si to be 
cyclic. 
We show S, pure via a technique from [ 21. By changing one number in 
what follows, S, is also seen to be pure. 
Let h, = 2”~,~,, - P,,xx where P,,, is the Poisson kernel for a,. Clearly 
h, E f’2011)‘. For icnJnal a positive sequence decreasing to zero fast enough, 
h--C,>, c, h, E P*&,)‘. Clearly /h / > 0 p,-a.e. 
Now suppose that L is a closed subspace of P’(,B ,) such that S, L G L and 
S, / L is normal. Then N, L G L and N, 1 L is normal. Let P denote the 
orthogonal projection of L*($,) onto L. For any gE L, IlNfgll = llN,gl! = 
lI(N, 1 L)gll = IIP, IL)* g/l = IIWT IL)gll = IIfVgII and so N?g = 
PNfg E L. Thus NrL G L. Fixing gE L, ?‘z”g = NT”Nyg E L for any 
II, m > 0. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, fg E P’(,u,) for any continuous 
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f. Since h E P’(LL,)~, J‘fgh &, = 0 for any continuous $ Hence ghp, = 0. 
Since 1 h ( > 0 pi-a.e., g = 0 pi,-a.e. We conclude that L = (0) and so S, is 
pure. I 
111.14, PROPOSITION. o(S,) = u(S,> and P, =: ~2, so R”O(W,),P,) = 
R “(W,>, ~2). Aho o&G) = u&72). 
P~OCJJ Notice that .QaD annihilates P201i) but not I/Z. Thus l/z @ P’(p,). 
It follows that 1 6? zP2(,ui) = ran Si and SO 0 E U(Si). By 1.1, either U(si) = 
f3DU {an: n>l} or u(S,)=D. Since O~~DU{a,: n>,l}, u(S,)=D. 
Clearly p1 =,u2 so Rm(u(S,),pl) =Rm(~(S2),~2). 
We show uap(S1) = 3lD. By changing some numbers in what follows, one 
also has a,,(S,) = LD. 
For any operator A, &(A) s u,,(A). Thus 3lD C uap(SI). Since S, = 
N, I P2(u,), u.#J G u&V,) G u(N) = spt ,ur = 8D U {a, : n > 1). Hence to 
finish it suffices to show an @ u,,(S,). This is done in the following 
computation using the equality f(a,) = jfpa, dm, valid for f E P2(,ul), and 
the inequality /z - a,1 > l/2”+ ‘, valid for z E (spt,ur)\{a,}. 
Given 8, real and 0 < h < 1, set S(B, ; h) = Ire”: 1 - h < r < 1 and 8, < 
0 < B,, + h}. Call a positive, finite, Bore1 measure v on ID a Carleson measure 
iff there is a constant A > 0 such that for any real 8, and any 0 < h < 1, 
v(S(0, ; h)) < Ah. 
III.1 5. THEOREM. Let v be a positive, finite, Bore1 measure on D. Then 
there is a constant C > 0 such that for any polynomial p, IIPII~,~ 4 C ll~ll~,~ 
sff v is a Carleson measure [5, 9.31. 
111.16. PROPOSITION. There exists a function f E R O” (u(S ,), ,u ,) = 
R’WS2), rl12) such that u,Jf (S,N f %,(f @,I). 
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Proof. Let B be the boundary function of the Blaschke product with 
zeros (a,),>,. Since C,,>i (1 -la,I) < co, lBI= 1 m-a.e. DefinefEL’“@,) 
to be B on aU2 and 0 on {a,: n> 1). 
Choose a sequence of polynomials (pj)ja 1 bounded in La(m) and 
converging weak* in L”O(m) to B (the sequence of Cesaro means of B will 
do nicely). Via Poisson kernels, one sees that (pj)jal converges pointwise 
boundedly on (a “: n > l}, and so weak* in Lm(r,), to zero. Thus ( piJii , 
converges weak * in Lw@,) to J: This places f in R”(a(S,),p,)= 
RrnW*h iu2). 
Simple arithmetic shows that vi is Carleson. By 111.15, there is a constant 
C > 0 such that for any polynomial p, IIpill,.z ,< C!lpllm,z. Thus for any 
polynomial p, 
IIPlli,,* = llPlli,2 + lIPlIt,, 
G (1 + c’> II Plli.2 
= (1 + C2W~l/i.2 + lIQli?,.,l 
= (1 + c’> IMIll,, 
= (1 + C’) lIfwPll:,,2. 
A routine limiting argument implies that llglIi,,2 ,< (1 i C’) lif(S,)gl/i,., 
for any g E P’@,). Hence 0 6Z a,,(f(S,)). 
Simple arithmetic shows that v2 is not Carleson. By 111.15, there is a 
sequence of polynomials ( pnJna i such that 11 p, /l,.2,2 > n /I p, lIrn,? for each tz. 
Thus for each n, 
II Pn II:,,2 = lIPnllfn.* + lIPnllZ2.2 
> (1 + n’> llPnIltn.* 
= (1 + ~*MB~n1lt.2 + lW~,Il,:.>.2/ 
= (1 + n*> lIfp&2 
= (1 + a’> llfcwJl~:2.2. 
Hence 0 E c~,,(f(S~>). I 
IV. A FEW OPEN QUESTIONS 
In the last section we established various spectral inclusions forf(,S) given 
essentially arbitrary S and special f. In this section we investigate the 
question of whether or not these inclusions are valid for arbitraryJ 
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The inclusion a(f(S)) s f(a(S)) is shown below (see IV.5) to be 
equivalent to a conjecture 0 concerning Rm(K,p). To prove this a few facts 
concerning a special class of subnormal operators are needed. 
An operator A on a Hilbert space Z is rationally cyclic iff there is a 
vector x0 E 3 such that Z is the closure of {f(A) x0: f is rational function 
in z with poles off a(A)}. Given a compact subset K of G and a positive, 
finite, Bore1 measure ,U supported on K, let R*(K, ,u) denote the closure in 
L*(L) of R(K), or, what is the same thing, the closure in L*(U) of the rational 
functions in z with poles off K. Clearly zR*(K,,u) E R*(K,,u), so one can 
consider the operation of multiplication by z on R *(K, ,D). It is easily seen 
that this operator is a rationally cyclic subnormal operator. It turns out that 
any rationally cyclic subnormal operator is of this type. 
IV. 1. THEOREM. If S is a rationally cyclic subnormal operator, then for 
some positive, finite, Bore1 measure p supported on o(S), S is unitarily 
equivalent o the operator of multiplication by z on R*(a(S),,u) [3, 1115.21. 
Clearly given f E R*(K,p) f7 Lm(,u), jR*(K,,u) E R*(K,p), so one can 
consider the operator of multiplication by f on R*(K,,u). This operator 
commutes with the operator of multiplication by z on R *(K, cl). It turns out 
that any operator that commutes with multiplication by z on R*(K,,u) is of 
this form. 
IV.2. THEOREM. Suppose that A is an operator on R*(K, a) that 
commutes with the operator of multiplication by z on R*(K,,u). Then for 
some function f E R *(K,,u) n L”(u), A is the operator of multiplication by f 
on R*(K,,u) [3, 111.5.41. 
Clearly R “(K, ,u) c R *(K, ,u) f7 La(u). The containment can be proper. 
Notice, however, that for v =: ,D, R”O(K, ,u) = Rm(K, v), SO R”O(K,,u) G 
n,,, R*(K, v) n L“‘(V). It turns out that this containment cannot be proper. 
IV.3. THEOREM. R”O(K,,a) = n,=, R*(K, v)nL”(v) [2, 2.21. 
All the light that we can shed on the question of the validity of the 
inclusion a(f (S)) c f (a(S)) for arbitrary f is contained in the following 
theorem. 
IV.4. THEOREM. Suppose that p is a positive, finite, Bore1 measure 
supported on a compact subset K of C and that R”O(K, p) is pure. Let E 
denote the envelope of p with respect o K, let ” denote Chaumat’s map for ,U 
and K, and let Y(K,n) denote the set of subnormal operators whose 
associated R m space is R m (K, ,a). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) ForanyfER*(K,p),~//]>conEforsome~>O,thenf-’ 
exists and is in R *(K, ,u). 
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(b) For any S E Y(K,p) and any f E R”“(u(S), svsm S), @f(S)) cl 
f (4s)). 
(c) For any rationally cyclic S E .Yj(K,p) and any f E R%(a(S). 
svsm 9, u(f(S)) C f@(S)). 
Proof. Let S be a subnormal opertor in Y’(K,p). This means that 
R “(u(S). svsm S) = R m(K, p), i.e., that p is a svsm for S and R m(u(S), p) = 
R”O(K,p). Letting z denote the identity function, 11.2(a) means that the map 
(p + p(z) is a bijection of the set of weak* continuous homomorphisms on 
R”(K,p) onto the set E. It follows that E is also the envelope of p with 
respect to u(S) and that ” is also Chaumat’s map for P and u(S). 
(a) 3 (b) Suppose S E Y(K, p>, f E R “(u(S), svsm S), and 
i & f(u(S)). By the above, f(u(S)) = j‘(E). Thus I(f - A)- / > t: on E for 
some E > 0. By (a), (f-A)-’ exists and is in R”(u(S), svsm S). Hence 
f(S) -i is invertible with inverse (f-n))’ (S), and so ;L 66 u(f(S)). We 
conclude that u(f(S)) s f(u(S)), i.e., (b). 
(b) * (c) Trivial. 
(c) * (a) By 11.2(d). I?= sptp U (J, U,, where each U,, is a 
component of C\sptp. Choose z, E U,. By 11.2(c), z, E (E)” = E” E E. 
Choose pz, as in the definition of E. Notice that the complex measure 
(z - z,)~~,(z) is a weak* continuous annihilator of R”(K,,u) that does not 
annihilate (z -z,)-‘, Hence (z - z,))’ 4. R”(K,,u). By IV.3. there is a 
I’, z iu such that (z - z,,- ’ 6? R ‘(K, v,) f? L”(v,,). Clearly (z - z,,) ’ 6Z 
R ‘(K, I’,,). 
Given r - P, set z = v + Cn vJ2” 11 v, // and S equal to the rationally cyclic 
subnormal operator of multiplication by z on R’(K, r). Via the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem and 1.2, one easily verifies that the mne of S is the 
operator N of multiplication by z on L2(r), that r is a svsm for N, thatf(N) 
is the operator of multiplication by f on L’(r), and that f(S) is the operator 
of multiplication by f on R’(K, r). 
Since p z r, p is a svsm for S and so by I.1 and 1.2, sptp = u(N) G u(S). 
Suppose z, 6Z u(S). Then (z - zn) R’(K, r) = ran(S - zn) = R ‘(K, 5). In 
particular. 1 E (z - zn) R2(K, z), i.e., (z - zn) ’ E R2(K, r). Now I’,, & 
2” I/ v,I/ r. so (z - z,))’ E R2(K, vn). But we choose v, so that (z - z,,) ’ 66 
R’(K, v,,). This contradiction allows us to conclude that z, E u(S). By I. 1 
and 1.2, U,, G u(S). Thus EG u(S). Clearly u(S) G K. But then R”I’(K,p) C, 
R”(u(S), p) CI R”O(E,p). Because of 11.4(b) and 11.5(a), all three of these 
spaces are equal. Hence S E ,T(K,p). 
Now assume that f E R”(K,p) is such that Ifi > F on E for some E > 0. 
By the first paragraph of this proof, A$?) =f(u(S)). Thus 0 @ f(u(S)). By 
(cl, 0 @ u(f (S)), i.e.,f(S)-’ exists. Since f (S) commutes with S andf(S) ’ 
exists, f(S) ’ commutes with S. By IV.2. for some g E R ‘(K. r) n L ’ (7). 
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f(S)-’ is the operator of multiplication by g on R*(K, 5). Now 1 = 
f(S)f(S)-’ 1 =fg, so f-l= g exists and is in R2(K,t)nL”O(~). 
Furthermore v < t and v z t, so f-’ ER2(K,v)nLa(y). Since VZ~ is 
otherwise arbitrary, f -’ E n v~-p R *(K, v) n Lm(v). By IV.3, f -’ exists and 
is in Rg‘(K, ,u), i.e., (a). I 
The first open question we put forth is that of whether the following 
statement is true or false: 
0 For every pure R “(K, p) and every f E R m(K, ,u), f is invertible in 
R”O(K, p) iff Chaumat’s map for p and K applied tofis bounded away from 
zero on the envelope of ,u with respect to K. 
Our interest in 0 is explained by the following consequence of IV.4. 
IV.5 COROLLARY. 0 is true iff the inclusion a(f (S)) G f (o(S)) holds for 
every R ao pure subnormal operator S and every f in the R a, space associated 
with S. 
Combining 111.4, 111.10, III.1 1, and IV.5 we get the following. 
IV.6. COROLLARY. Suppose 0 is true and S is an R”O pure subnormal 
operator with svsm ,u. Then for any f E R “(a(S), p), o(f (S)) E f (u(S)) and 
o,(f(S)) c cl(f, u,(S)). Furthermore, for any f E R”(K,,u) where K is a 
compact superset of u(S) with QK almost open, u(f(S)) = f(u(S)) and 
o,(f (S)) = ol(A o,(S))* 
This corollary shows that it is certainly desirable for 0 to be true. The 
author is agnostic as to whether 0 is true or false, but would like to point 
out that even if it is false it would still be of interest to determine those pure 
R”O(K,p) for which the invertibility conjecture appearing in 0 holds. 
The second open question we put forth is that of whether the inclusion 
f (u(S)) G u(f(S)) holds for every R”O pure subnormal operator S and every 
fin the R” space associated with S. The author feels the inclusion does not 
always hold and that an appropriate place to look for an example of this 
phenomenon is among the rationaily cyclic R”O pure subnormal operators. 
This feeling prompts our last two open questions. 
Does there exist a compactly supported, positive, finite, Bore1 measure ,u 
on C with R”O(spt p, p) pure and a function f E R”(spt p, ,u) such that 
1 f I> E ,u-a.e. for some positive E and zero is in the range of Chaumat’s map 
for p and spt p applied to f? 
Utilizing the spectral mapping theorem for normal operators [3, 11.7.101 
and a result due to Bram [3, VI.8.141, it is easily seen that an affirmative 
answer to this question is equivalent to the existence of a cyclic, Rm pure 
normal operator N and a function f in the R”O space associated with N such 
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that f(o(N)) @ a(f(N)). This in turn is equivalent to the existence of an R ’ 
pure normal operator N and a function f in the R” space associated with N 
such that f(a(N)) SL a(f(N)). 
Does there exist a compact subset K of C, a positive, finite, Bore1 measure 
p supported on K, and a function f E R m(K, ,u) such that 
(a) (z - zO)-’ @G R’(K,p) for every zO E K, 
(b) R ‘(K, p) has no nontrivial L* summand, 
(c) f -’ exists and is in R*(K,p)nL”(p), and 
(d) zero is in the range of Chaumat’s map for P and K applied to f? 
It is easily seen that an affirmative answer to this question is equivalent to 
the existence of a rationally cyclic, pure subnormal operator S and a 
function f in the R” space associated with S such that f (a(S)) SL a(f (S)). 
The author does not know whether this in turn is equivalent to the existence 
of a pure subnormal operator S and a function f in the R si space associated 
with S such that f (a(s)) SZ u(f (S)). 
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